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Low temperature (LT) crystal detector 

Exploiting the phonon excitations from the radiation (~ meV per phonon) at ~ 10 mK 

Excellent energy threshold and energy resolution 

Using a pure crystal (100s g ) as a detection medium  

Measuring the thermal excitation with various temperature sensitive sensors 

Slow time response compared to the room temperature detector 

Excellent solution to the rare phenomena searches (DM, 0νββ, CE𝜈NS) with an array 

The scintillation crystal can allow the additional light detection channel 

radiation

phonon

thermal sensor

crystal
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Our thermal sensor choice: 
Metallic magnetic calorimeter (MMC)

Paramagnetic material made of metallic host with embedded magnetic ions 
=> Dilute magnetic ions acting as an independent spin system at the low temperature 
=> Magnetization change (𝛥M) in B field as a function of the temperature 
=> Fast thermalization thanks to the metallic system 

Popular choice :  Au:Er, Ag:Er with dilute concentration of Er at hundreds of ppm 

Meander-type MMC  
=> Meander shape superconducting coil 
      for applying B field 
=> Meander coil also picks up 𝛥M 
      as a radiation causes 𝛥T  

SQUID

Au:Er / Ag:Er

radiation

phonon

crystal

good thermal connection  
btw the crystal phonon system & MMC
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AMoRE experiment

Advanced Mo-based Rare process Experiment 

Search for neutrinoless double beta (0νββ) decay of 100Mo 

Why 0νββ ? 
=> An ambiguous signature for Majorana neutrino 
=> Lepton number non-conservation 
=> Absolute neutrino mass scale 
=> Neutrino mass hierarchy 

Rev. Mod. Phys, 87, 137 (2015)
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AMoRE strategy to detect 0νββ

0νββ source :100Mo isotope 
=> relatively high Q-value : 3034 keV 
=>                shorter half-life expected  
                     (Nuclear Matrix element, phase space factor) 
=> high natural abundance of 9.8 % 
=> Isotope with long 0νββ search history 

Detector : Various 100Mo based scintillators  
                with MMC based phonon and scintillation detection 
=> Source equals detector 
=> 100Mo enriched (> 95 %) 
=> Excellent energy resolution with LT sensors 
=> Demonstrated excellent α/β separation with phonon sensor 
=> Simultaneous phonon and scintillation detection allows further  
      background reduction
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IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., 63, 539 

light channel

heat channel

Scintillation

Phonon

particle 
Interaction

Phonon => heating MMC => change of Magnetization => SQUID 

Photon => heating wafer => heating MMC 
=> change of Magnetization => SQUID 

MMC (metallic magnetic calorimeter)
Er doped Au/Ag film 
Er spin in B-field flips as T changes.

Principle of AMoRE detector
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AMoRE detector 
(Early pilot version)

Crystal
~ 300 g

Gold film PEEK post

Vikuiti light reflector

NOSV Cu frame

light channel side

Ge Gold film

Ge

MMC & SQUID

heat channel sideDetails keep changing…
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AMoRE pilot (2015 ~ 2019)

6 crystals, total 1.9 kg running at Yangyang underground lab 

First results published in Eur. Phys. J. C (2019) 79:791

Cryogen free dilution refrigerator  First results

T 0⌫
1/2 > 9.5⇥ 1022 yrs at 90% C.L.

< m�� > (1.2� 2.1) eV
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AMoRE-I (2020 ~ )
18 crystals with enriched 100Mo  

13 CaMoO4 + 5 Li2MoO4 (NIIC + CUP) 

Stepping stone for AMoRE-II 
=> Demonstrating a performance of  an array of 18 crystals 
=> LMO performance 
=> Achieving the background level 

AMoRE-II (2022 ~ )
100s crystals, ~ 100 kg of 100Mo 
Running at new underground lab (Yemi)
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Crystal detector test for AMoRE-II

CaMoO4 (CMO) :  
=> largest light output among Mo based crystals 
=> Used for AMoRE-pilot & I  
=> 48Ca depletion costs a lot -> scaling up issue

Typical signal

heat channel

light channel

=> Tested at cryogen-free DR at CUP, Daejeon 
=> light signal suffers the vibration noise 
=> For both channels, filtered signal better represent E

E resolution at 2.6 MeV (10mK) 
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4-6 MeV

DP:8.6

DP:9.0

Particle discrimination (10 mK) 

pulse rise time (heat ch)

 light/heat ratio
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Particle discrimination by the operating temperature
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Energy resolution by the operating temperature
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From Geobo’s thesis 
Original study in Probst’s paper for TES (JLTP, 100, 69 (1995)) 

Thermal modeling of the signal from the CMO detector 
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Fitting 2.6 MeV 𝜸 template (20mK) 
with numerical thermal modeling 

We have a good understanding of our detector !
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Summary of the preliminary fit results by the temperature
Incident E  
= 2.6 MeV

Time constant for  
athermal phonon

Fraction  
of athermal phonon

Heat capacity 
(crystal)

Heat capacity 
(gold film)

Heat capacity 
(MMC)

Thermal conductance 
(crystal/gold film)

Thermal conductance 
(crystal/heat bath)

Thermal conductance 
(gold film/MMC)

Thermal conductance 
(MMC/heat bath)

calculation
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Li2MoO4 (LMO) :  
=> Only crystal for easy production other than CMO 
=> Nice performance demonstrated by CUPID-Mo 
=> Low light output 
      -> Now, test with cryogen-free DR is going on 
=> hygroscopic  
     -> Phonon collector deposition issue 
     -> Polishing, cleaning, storage, detector fab should be established solidly

Test at wet DR at KRISS, Daejeon, 20 mK

2.6 MeV signal
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Particle discrimination

DP:12
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Plan for the crystal detector test for AMoRE-II

Cryogen-free DR test facility built at CUP, Daejeon 

Currently, LMO crystal test is going on 

Other candidate crystals also will be tested 
=> Na2MoO4, archPbMoO4 

Larger crystal  
=> Reduce the number of channel 
=> E resolution should be checked 
=> Limited by 2νββ
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180m Ta decay search

1911.07865v1 

Why 180m Ta decay? 

=> The rarest naturally existing isotope, heaviest among all stable odd-odd nuclei 
=> Nucleosynthesis model doesn’t explain the isomer production very well 
=> Abundance = 1.2 x 10-4 of natural Ta 
=> The only isomer which survives in nature(T1/2 ≳ 1019 yrs), excitation energy of 77 keV 
     -> Transition :  (I, K𝞹 = 9, 9-) => (I, K𝞹 = 1, 1+), 𝛥K = 8 
     ->  70 kJ stored in one cubic cm of natural Ta 
=> Attracting attentions for a long time 
      but the conventional decay never observed 
=> The ground state decays with T1/2 =8.15 hrs 
=> DM induced decay ? 
=> Limit & Prediction     
      β decay: 5.8 x 1016 (5.4 x 1023) yrs  
      EC : 2.0 x 1017 (1.4 x 1020) yrs 
      𝜸-decay & IC : 1.3 x 1014 (1.4 x 1031) & (8 x 1018) yrs 
      Ref: PRC 95 0446 (2017)  
            J. Phys. G 44 065101 (2017) 

180m Ta

180g Ta
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Latest 180m Ta decay measurement

PRC 95, 044306 (2017) 
HPGe experiment

EC channel

β channel

T1/2 > 5.8x1016 yrs

T1/2 > 2.0x1017 yrs

CUP HPGe results are slightly better! 
Paper in preparation
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How about the bolometric measurement? 

The detection efficiency (ε) of HPGe is at most 1~2 % 

If the detector medium contains 180mTa, ε is almost 100 % 

All the decay channels are accessible 

Ta metal has a high heat capacity, which allows only a tiny pixel as the medium 

How about LiTaO3 crystal ? 
=> Making a crystal detector with AMoRE type ? 
=> Popular optical material, commercially available 
=> 5 cm (D) x 5 cm (H) crystal obtained 
     -> 766 g ( 70.5 mg of 180mTa) 
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The expected signal from 180m Ta decay 

T1/2 ~ 1019 yrs 
𝜸 decay mode : 77 keV ( Relative ratio 100) 
 => After 8.15 hrs, EC decay :  65.3 keV (61), 158.6 keV (25)  
                              β decay : 675.8 keV β + 103.5 keV (3.6),  702.3 keV β (10.4) 

T1/2 ~ 1020 yrs 
EC decay mode:  65.3 keV + 180Hf lines 
=> Dominantly  706.2 keV,  small amount of 374 keV 

T1/2 ~ 1024 yrs 
β decay mode: 90.9 keV β + 180W lines 
=> 90.9 keV β   
     + ( Dominantly 688.4 keV , small amount of 350.9 keV, 574.9 keV ) 
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DM induced 180m Ta decay

PRD 101 055001, PRL 124 181802 (2020)  

Direct DM-induced de-excitation of 180m Ta  
=> 180m Ta + DM -> 180g Ta + DM 
=> DM can be excited (accelerated) by 𝛥E from the de-excitation 
=> Threshold E for DM is basically negligible 
=> Opening up a new opportunity to explore various types of DM (SIMP, iDM …) 

If DM interacts strongly, 
=> Multiple successive collisions in the atmosphere and underground overburden 
      reduce its KE so that it can evade the detection at the underground lab 
=> DM can induce the decay and get some E  
            can be detected by the nearby detector 
=> Slowing down through the overburden leads to the enhancement of local DM density 

If DM is iDM, 
=> It requires KE larger than the 𝛥M of the two DM states 
      𝛥E from from the decay can allow the interaction with larger 𝛥M     
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DM induced 180m Ta decay

Re-analyzing the data(PRC 95, 044306 (2017)) 
=> Exp at Hades underground lab (223 m overburden), Belgium 
=> 1500 g of natural Ta dis (180 mg of 180mTa) 
=> HPGe 
=> DM causes 𝜸 decay mode 
      only 103.5 keV available as a signature 

=> T1/2 > 1.3x1014 yrs for 𝜸 decay mode 

=> Considering the small branching ratio of 103.5 keV (~1%) & HPGe detection Eff(~1%), 
      The bolometric measurement can do MUCH better (~100 % for both parameter) ! 
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DM induced 180m Ta decay signature in the bolometer

q2i
2M�

= Er ��E +

q2f
2M�

=

q2

2MT
��E +

q2 � 2qqi cos� + q2i
2M�

From P & E conservation 
DM Recoil : 

180mTa
77.2 keV

39.5 keVA

B

𝛘 𝛘

A
B

If SIMP KE is small at the underground, Er is almost mono energy.
SIMP velocity

DM mass = 100 GeV assumed
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DM induced decay signature

If it is SIMP,  

In addition to 180gTa decay signal,   

Signal = DM recoil  +  39.5 keV 𝜸 
               or  
              DM recoil  

              +  The accelerated SIMP can be detected by the near by detector  

The signal rate also will be depth- dependent.
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Moving forward

The low temperature crystal detectors are being developed  
for the various purposes at CUP 
=> R&D for the AMoRE-II is most urgent and important task 

New ideas are also being tried 
=> 180m Ta decay search seems to be a promising opportunity 
=> Currently, taking data with LiTaO3 crystal detector  
      for the feasibility study 

Hopefully, through the TAU workshop, 
we can find a exciting stimulation and out of the box insight!
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Extra
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